Let’s explore the colours,
shape and design of
your backpack.

Are there any shapes or symbols which you’d like on your backpack?

Write them/test them out here..

Think about how you would like your backpack to
look, do you want to incorporate lots of colours,
do you want to use symbols or graphics?
Are there any colours that make you feel
happy or excited?
Have a play around and experiment with
colour below!

Think about the shape of the backpack, you might want it to be a particular shape so you
can fit specific things inside, or maybe you want it to stand out from the crowd.

Draw your different ideas here..

What will your colour palette look like?
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HANDY HINT: Make sure the shape of the backpack
makes it easy to get it on and off your back.
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ACTIVITY 5

Create your play
backpack!

Name your play backpack

We all love to play, and we believe
it can happen anywhere and
everywhere! Let’s create a play
backpack, where you carry all you
need for play on your back!

What shape is it?
How big is it?

To get you started you could
think about:
-

What would your play backpack
look like? Think about the shape,
the size and the colours.

-

How do you store your play things inside? Do
they fold out? Does the bag turn into something
completely different, like a giant dance floor/
football pitch.

-

Does your bag extend? Have compartments?
Or extra equipment that allows you play with
the things around you, for example, a rope to
swing from trees/lamp posts.

Now draw it on the invention sheet included!
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